AMAC Aerospace celebrates 10-year anniversary

It has been 10 years since AMAC began building its first hangar, at EuroAirport Basel-Mulhouse in Basel, Switzerland – a strategic location at the heart of Europe. Its first completion project began when the hangar was completed in 2008, and the headquarters were then expanded with two more hangars, in 2010 and 2012. As of 2015, the facility comprises four hangars, covering 91,000m².

The company’s expansion to other countries began in 2012 with the founding of AMAC Aerospace Turkey, a facility with one hangar at Ataturk Airport in Istanbul. JCB Aero joined the group in 2016 and has a 5,000m² hangar in Auch, near to Toulouse, France. Another facility is being built in Bodrum, Turkey, and is expected to begin operations by the third quarter of 2017.

“AMAC has grown over the last 10 years from one hangar to a group of companies that operates seven hangars with offices in five different locations, covering more than 107,000m²,” said Kadri Muhiddin, group executive chairman/CEO of AMAC Aerospace.

“Our ambitious progress attests to our commitment to excellence. With our long-term industry engagement, deep industry roots, extensive experience and strong international network, we collaborate to exceed the expectations of clients, airworthiness authorities and original equipment manufacturers.”
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